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What is OMNIBUS?

OMNIBUS is software built by Audiomovers which makes routing
multiple audio sources easy. It's a powerful tool with almost endless
applications. It’s like a swiss army knife or virtual patchbay for all of
your audio devices and software.
— Seamlessly send and receive audio between applications
— 2 built-in virtual drivers, 16 channels per source
— Combine multiple audio sources and send to software

OMNIBUS. Audio routing made easy.

OMNIBUS is akin to a virtual patchbay for your Mac, allowing you to patch
between all the audio devices and software on your machine.
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What makes OMNIBUS unique?
Audiomovers Omnibus gives you the option to easily route audio between
multiple audio applications at once.

We’re proud to be used by some of the biggest music brands in the world

Manage multiple sound sources in one place
Routing multiple audio sources into one place can be a complicated pain.
Maybe you’re recording a video and want to capture the sound of your
microphone as well as the audio coming from your computer. With
OMNIBUS, it's easy.

Snapshot and reuse routing setups
With OMNIBUS you can set up once and forget about it. You can save and
load up multiple complex routing setups as 'snapshots' you’ve used
previously. Deﬁne channel layouts, name channels, even set diﬀerent
volume and muting parameters for multiple destination channels.

Sampling in seconds
Found that perfect 3-second loop or old sample online? Simply set your
computer audio output to one of OMNIBUS’s virtual drivers, and route the
audio to one of OMNIBUS’s Input Destination Channels. Within your DAW
preferences, set the same OMNIBUS Input as your Input device, and record
from within the DAW. Boom, sampling straight to your DAW or device.
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Technical speciﬁcations

-

Supported sample rates: 44.1 - 192 kHz

-

Virtual device channels: Up to 16 Channels

-

Number of virtual devices: 2 devices

-

Physical output device channels: Up to 16 channels

-

Max number of physical devices: Unlimited

-

Minimum system requirements: Mac OS X 10.15.7 or higher.
Mac hardware released post 2018
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Installing / Uninstalling OMNIBUS

Use the Omnibus Installer in order to install Omnibus to your system . Follow
the prompts on Installer to ﬁnish with the installation. You will need to restart
your machine to complete installation.

Software Installation location
Mac OS X
/Applications/Omnibus
/Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/HAL/Audiomovers.Omnibus.driver

Uninstalling OMNIBUS
To uninstall Omnibus, run the Omnibus Uninstaller. Download it from the
Downloads section on audiomovers.com website
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Product authorization

1.
In order to begin using Omnibus, you must ﬁrst authorize it
with your Audiomovers account.
You can create an account on audiomovers.com
You will be prompted with the authorization dialog when you
attempt to run the software the ﬁrst time.

2.

Each license can be authorized on up to 5 machines.
When Omnibus is not authorized, all audio routes which were
made previously will be muted.
We also oﬀer a ‘7 Day trial’ - this is a one-time-only trial
period given to new accounts.

3.

The trial license can be authorized on one machine only.

4.
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Understanding the User Interface
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Understanding the User Interface
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Understanding the User Interface
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Getting started with OMNIBUS
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1. Getting started
1. Begin routing audio

In order to begin routing audio, select a square on the
routing matrix to connect the desired inputs and outputs.
When a connection is made, a green arrow will appear,
displaying the current audio routing.
To remove the route, select the same square again and the
link will be broken.
Tip: To quickly clear all connections, select ‘clear routing
conﬁguration’ from the top bar menu.

Please note: Omnibus will always continue running in the background
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1. Getting started
2. Options from the top bar drop-down menu

1.

This brings the OMNIBUS UI to the front of your screen

2.

This quits OMNIBUS.
NB: Quitting the application won’t aﬀect the current audio
routing conﬁguration. OMNIBUS processes will continue to
run in the background.

3.

Application UI Zoom level - this allows you to resize the
OMNIBUS user interface

4.

Run at Startup - with this enabled the OMNIBUS application
will always load when you start up your machine
OMNIBUS processes will run in the background upon
system startup regardless of your selection here

5.

Clear routing conﬁguration - This removes all audio routes

6.

Reset channel names - This clears all user-assigned channel
names and resets the names to the default name ‘Channel’

7.

Clear all snapshots - This deletes the data from all snapshot
slots
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1. Getting started
3. Using snapshots

Snapshots allow you to save a speciﬁc routing and volume
fader position.

indicates an active Snapshot

indicates a snapshot slot which contains existing snapshot data

indicates an empty snapshot slot

Saving and loading a snapshot
-

Click ‘save snapshot’ button

-

A snapshot slot will ﬂash if it is available for saving

-

Select snapshot slot to save your snapshot

-

Click the same slot later on to load up the
snapshot

Tip: CMD + 1...8 is a shortcut to load up the given snapshot
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1. Getting started
4. OMNIBUS + LISTENTO

OMNIBUS supports LISTENTO in many ways.
No DAW? No problem.
When using the LISTENTO standalone app, set OMNIBUS as
your ‘input’ and send whatever audio sources—up to 16
channels and including Atmos up to 7.4.1—straight into
LISTENTO.
Stream your audio directly from your computer to the world
in lossless quality and at latency you deﬁne.
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Have more questions about OMNIBUS or Audiomovers?
Head to the Help section on audiomovers.com

All product names, logos, and brands are property of their respective owners.
All company, product and service names used in this guide are for identiﬁcation
purposes only.

Copyright © 2022 Audiomovers LLC, All rights reserved.
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